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DRAC Green Building Sub Committee- June 14, 2007

COM
Site

Water

Energy

Materials

General Green Building Strategies
Manage stormwater on site
Conserve natural areas
Protect or restore habitat
Reduce pollution, control erosion
Rehabilitate brownfields, limit greenfield
development
Rehabilitate historic structures

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Barriers and Challenges
Financing

City, Metro
BES, Metro NIN

X
X

X
X

Complicated regulations
Competing requirements (fed, state, local)

Cannot install waterless urinals in private buildings Water is cheap in this region = little incentive
Irrigation OK, toilet flushing with treatment, not OK
for potable usage (commercial usage)
Rate structure tied to water use to calculate sewer
Cannot collect or reuse greywater
Rate structure tied to water use to calculate sewer

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Reduce amount of energy used

X

X

X

X

Reduce generation of greenhouse gasses
Energy modeling
Commissioning
Create heating and cooling districts

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Reduce premiums on renewable energy systems
Purchase green tags to support off-site renewable
energy sources
Use on-site renewable energy sources

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Solar (PV)
Biodiesel

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Wind

X

Technology
Resources
BES

X

X

Awareness or education

Stormwater manual requirements too constraining
Measure 37, increasing development pressures

X
X

Maximize water efficiency
Collect stormwater for irrigation, toilet flushing or
potable usage
Reduce wastewater discharge

High cost of cleanup, availability of infill sites, liability
High cost of seismic upgrades

Code lags behind current capabilities, minimal
energy modeling required for permit
Existing buildings need expensive equipment upgrades
Policy or targets not written into code or condition of
permitting
Cost of scalable solutions
Minimal energy modeling required for permit
Cost, incentives use different energy models
Cost
Right of way coordination, ownership questions
Cost, availability of buyers for power
BETC (in particular) pays after the fact, pass through
market flooded, questions about corporate kicker
Additional cost
Additional cost
Design overlays, setback requirements
DEQ regulations

Long payback period
Additional cost

BES Brownfield Program

Water Bureau
BES
Clean River Rewards
Awareness of solutions

2030 Challenge

Awareness of solutions

The Climate Trust, 2030 Challenge
BETC, ETO

Awareness of benefits
Awareness of benefits
Awareness of programs

"Does not work in this climate"
myth/reality

X
Seismic upgrade requirements change of
occupancies require building to be brought up to
current code T.W.
Under-performing Material Recovery Facilities
(METRO issue), minimal enforcement of existing
requirement
Plumbing, Electrical, and Mechanical have strict
rules on the reuse of materials. T.W.

Reuse buildings

X

X

X

X

Manage construction and demolition waste

X

X

X

X

Reuse materials
Select recycled content materials
Select FSC wood products
Use prefab components, Structural Insulated Panels
or Insulated Concrete Forms to reduce waste and
increase insulative properties

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

Select locally extracted and manufactured materials

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Provide amenities for employees (lockers, bike
storage) to encourage use of mass transit

X

X

X

Ensure livable and safe neighborhoods

X

X

X

X

Meet bureau mission's and administrative rules

X

X

X

X

Generate revenue for continuing services

X

X

X

X

Challenging coordination between bureaus results Extended permitting duration has financial impact due to
in conflicting feedback or priorities
inflation and carrying costs
Challenging coordination between bureaus results
in conflicting feedback or priorities
No additional incentives for green projects besides
process management and FAR bonus in certain districts, Complicated SDC rate structure is
system development charges do not reward
hard to understand and predict by
conservation.
project type

Create and follow district-wide plans with specific
livability and design goals

X

X

X

X

Setback requirements and design overlays may
constrain use of new technologies

Balance parking requirements with incentives to
Transportation prevent single car trips

City

X
X
X
X

Market
IND.
TI LAND RES Code or Policy

Added engineering requirements from City

Minimum parking requirements

Cost of energy efficiency upgrades
Additional labor costs of processing

Availability of some systems

BETC, ETO

Limited availability

The Climate Trust, PGE, Pacific Power
BETC, ETO, DOE, EPACT 05

Warranty issues
Geographic constraints, lack
of small scale equipment

Material availability
Material availability
Material availability

Sub/Contractor skills to install
Additional cost
material
Low cost of shipping from out of region = no incentive to
buy local
Difficult to find local sources

BETC, ETO, DOE, EPACT 05

BETC, DOE

Sub/Contractor and hauler
awareness, perception of increased
costs

Additional labor costs of processing
Additional cost
Additional cost

BETC, ETO, DOE, EPACT 05
BETC, ETO, DOE, EPACT 05

City of Portland, METRO
The ReBuilding Center, Habitat,
METRO, BoneyardNW.com
Metafore, Ecotrust

Material availability
Material availability

NW Green Directory, GreenSpec

Cost of alternatives, loss of business activity

Difficult to change behavior

PDOT Add Planning because parking
requirements are a zoning issue. C.P.

Cost of added amenities

Difficult to change behavior

TriMet, FlexCar, PDOT + Planning
cause some items zoning issues. C.P.

No financial incentives for green projects besides
process management and FAR bonus in certain districts

Recommendations/ Solutions

B-2 SWOT Analysis of Recommendations to DRAC
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SWOT

SWOT Analysis: DRAC Green Sub-Committee Potential Recommendations
Categories

Concept

Review
Committee

Description

STRENGTH

OPPORTUNITY

THREAT

Create an Alternative Tech Review Committee
to approve green technologies prior to issues
being raised with the appeals board. Identifies
and prioritizes those issues to be developed
into code guides.

1. Early vetting of systems is helpful
1. Additional step in the appeals process
2. Helps to provide an internal context for the 2. Provides a venue for vendors to get their
Appeals Board
products "approved" despite not being 'green'
3. Institutionalizes green ideas & technologies
4. Expand the group's focus beyond the
Appeals Board--to provide assistance with
green building technologies and builders
(MPG).

WEAKNESS

1. Develop a group of experts with the
knowledge of green building practices and
technologies.
2. Provide a simple way to track those items
that could be standardized
3. Include appeal board applicants in the
process--the green review

1. Liability is an issue.

Create Living Smart/ Permit Ready modeled
plans for green systems

1. Makes another tool available to build green
2. Economies of scale offer such plans on an
affordable basis.
3. Offers a simpler approach to adopting
measures of a specific green building program.
4. Easy to verify such a project on completion.

1. Lack of clarity/focus on this concept.
2. There are not standard lots to design a
standard house for in Portland.
3. As for the Living Smart initiative, the plans
need to be suitable for specific lot
characteristics. As we see the decline of skinny
lots in the City it may prove difficult to create a
narrow portfolio of plan sets that work for
available lot sizes/designs.
4. Designs will need regular updating to reflect
current green building practices.

1. 50% off BDS fees will spur adoption rates
and move another section of the market to
holistic green practices.
2. Such plans can be 'fast-tracked' where
possible.

1. May prove to prescriptive and inhibit
adoption.

Requires significant staff time.

1. Connect this service with the Green Building
Resource Center being developed by OSD and
PDC incentives.
2. Would be a strong endorsement for green
building to provide this service.
3. Connect to similar services currently offered
by private sector/non profits for medium and
large size businesses/projects.

1. If not well facilitated and executed the
benefits of green development may not be
demonstrated, discouraging further
investigation by the developer.

Helps identify efficiencies, trade-offs and
opportunities, e.g., using passive solar
strategies to reduce size or need for HVAC
system.
1. Storm water templates.

Program

Standard Green
Plans

Increase assistance provided by city for green 1. Making the process easier to navigate for
projects. Provide tech support and assistance projects with smaller budgets.
to access financial incentives like tax credits
2. Encourages more green projects to occur.

Technical
Assistance

Eco-Charettes

Recipe Books

Green Build
Checksheet

Risk
Assessment of
Property
Valuation

1. PDC currently funds these meetings to
explore green options on development
projects.
1. Incentive to promote the early
2. Enterprise Funds (Green Communities) are
implementation of integrated design;
available for affordable housing projects,
2. creates opportunity for less experienced
grants of up to $5000.
developers to see benefits of green design.
Provide detailed high-performance
recommendations for small and midsize
projects.

For small to midsize projects to communicate
with Plan Review

Produce a report to validate appraisal,
financing, and insurance of sustainable
projects. Would be used to educate lending
institutions and insurers

May serve as an initial platform from which
project owners can 'graduate' to implementing
Provides a useful reference guide for project
Needs regular updating. Does not specifically
a recognized green building program. Could
owners to ensure that Plan Review has all that advance the goal of mainstreaming recognized
develop into a small/midsize commercial
is required. Serves as an educational tool.
green building practices.
program (e.g.. EA Commercial) that is then
verified third party.
Borrowing made easier for green projects.
Appraisers appreciate value based on a list
Return on Investment is high and projects
that does not include sustainability
justifiable. Insurance companies would
measurements. Comparables not available.
encourage projects through lower premiums for
better buildings.

New market for the industries
Establishes real values for green features,
rather than green wash approach.
Mortgage rates and premiums could be
adjusted based on efficiency and added value.

If not convened early enough--before the
design process--can be too late to impact
project, or strategies may not prove to be costeffective.

Since the Checksheet is essentially 'selfcertification' it does not ensure rigor of green
building measures unless it is coupled with 3rd
party verification.

SWOT

Categories

Concept

Description

STRENGTH

WEAKNESS

OPPORTUNITY

Adopt a classification of commercial office
space based on meeting sustainability
benchmarks (i.e.. Led Silver and Gold)

Improvements could be recorded and proven.
Ratings would improve with higher
classifications.

To include all buildings comprehensively could
create frustration among building owners.
The current rating system is subjective, not
scientific.

RE investors need to see a return within 5
1. Can create a baseline unit of energy
years
measurement per sq/ft. (KW orBTU)
2.Public/ Private Partnership with Energy Trust -BOMA Board is not currently supportive of
ET could become escrow agent to fund
radical change.
improvements. Energy savings would fund.
3. Could provide a cost/benefit analysis
opportunity on a project by project basis.
Marketing Opp. for owner.

BOMA
Reclassification

Green Building
Programs with
3rd Party
Verification/
Inspections

Process
Management/
Major Projects
Group

Partner with 3rd party program certifiers to
ensure inspection sign-off

Confusion/jockeying of programs. Program
adoption carries a cost to participant.

Outsource consulting/program implementation.
Entrenches credible green building practices.
Offers a resource to participants who want to
exceed the Green Checksheet level. Provides
If ill conceived, verification may provide yet
one-stop shop approach (consulting, project
another bottleneck that could cause frustration
guidance, verification, certification, reporting).
and disillusion with the program. Other green
Portland could set a green building goal for the
building standards may wish to have an even
City. 3rd party verification allows this to be
consideration which could lead to market
tracked in a consistent manner. Verification
confusion. Program costs.
guides green building measure implementationtakes away the need for BDS/BES/other to
oversee/verify, so potential to streamline
adoption and 'outsource.'

Process Managers provide a single point of
contact for complex or phased development
projects to guide them through the permitting
process. The Major Projects Group provides
more intensive coordination and project review
to a more limited number of projects for a fee.
Expansion or replication of the Process
Management role would allow smaller and midsized projects access to the program.

Provides a conduit for Early Assistance to
developers including specific information on
Green Buildings and incentives, particularly
SDCs. Can elicit input from Office of
Sustainable Development at early stages of
project planning. Ability to identify obstacles
to better service.

Establish for buildings that achieve high
sustainability performance.

Does not require public subsidy, and is
relatively inexpensive to administer.

Focus on buildings rather than on a
Recognizes, rewards, and promotes greener
sustainable urban form. For example, a green buildings.
building could be in a poor location for its
intended use. A browner building in a better
place could be more sustainable.

A FAR bonus would shade adjoining sites.
Other bonuses are designed to provide a
localized benefit to offset the disadvantage of
being shaded. What is the benefit to the
shaded neighbor from having a taller a green
building near by? Also, there is the "there are
too many bonuses already" argument.

Separate from leases and eliminate minimum
requirements for green buildings.

Makes sense for dense, mixed use urban
areas, and other areas near frequent transit
service.

Concept seems to contain a false premise that
the city requires "bundled" parking. One
parking space is required for single family
residences that do not enjoy frequent transit
service, but the rest of the city has no minimum
parking requirement.

Market may not accept concept. If building
residences to not buy all the "unbundled"
spaces; unoccupied spaces cannot be used for
commercial parking. Requires less than one
car per household

Offer to projects that meet certain green
building performance thresholds

1/ Provide $$ up front for green building that
can be paid back once the incentives/tax
credits/rebates are paid out.

Incentives

De-segregation
of parking

Additional staffing is required to expand the
If mandated we can lead. Build stronger
program. (A new Sr. Planner position is being relationships with other city bureaus.
created to assess obstacles to the green
building process)
MPG Services cost $100,000

Not currently mandated by council. Lack of
human resources. Additional cost. PDOT and
BES are not efficiently integrated into the early
assistance process without added cost, which
is a deterrent to use of the service.

Current MPG must be LEED Silver to receive
service.

FAR Bonus

Financial
incentives

THREAT

Lowers development costs because
underground parking is expensive. Does not
require people to pay for a parking space that
they do not need.

SWOT

Categories

Concept

Description

STRENGTH

WEAKNESS

Regulation

Required
Recommissioning

Periodically or at time of sale
Provides verification and record of
improvements

Possibility of Oregon Energy Trust funding
such a program on a revolving loan basis.
More to follow

Without a source of funding it will be difficult for OET has expressed interest. We will continue Property owner opposition is the biggest threat.
this idea to gain traction.
to push this idea.
This must be neutralized if this hopes to
succeed.

Require issuance of certificate that building
meet current standards at time of sale

This ultimately should be the City's regulatory
responsibility, the same as FLS reviews.

This is a big step for any city to take. City
Commissioners will take lots of political heat.

Identify codes that are financial barriers to
building green

1. Will result in clear identification of code
barriers to building green thereby allowing for
targeted strategy for code change

Will take a substantive amount of time to
Result could provide great education
conduct an in-depth analysis that may result in opportunity for developers and those in
limited or non-existent findings
interested in green building technologies to
identify those code areas where there is no
barrier and therefore can be applied currently.

BOP Study is planned, also examine
incentives to measure effectiveness. Eliminate
those codes which neither promote innovation
nor are effective. Compare the existing codes
to the general goals and objectives.

First comprehensive look at entire bonus and
density transfer system. Will relate benefit of
bonus to developer and compare this benefit
with the cost of providing the bonus.

Evaluation of the social value and relative
community benefits of various bonuses is
difficult to assess.

Right context for examining whether to add a
sustainability bonus to the system.

The entire bonus system could be discredited
as a public "giveaway" without enough
community "payback."

Promote and support changes at the state
level: ASHRAE 189

Approaching this issue at the State level will
increase the awareness of green issues
throughout the State and increase sustainable
practices more globally. It also allows for
better discussion thereby resulting in ideas and
practices that have been thoroughly examined
by a broad spectrum of individuals.

Relies on changing a statewide
minimum/maximum code in geographic areas
that may not be interested in expanding green
building technologies.

This provides an opportunity to work with and
provide education opportunities to areas of the
State that may not be motivated to adopt green
strategies.

The building code is viewed as a minimum
code that is designed to address life-safety
issue surrounding construction. Many people
involved in eh development and enforcement
of the code view the current energy code as
too restrictive and over bearing. Taking steps
to increase the code may not be very popular.
There is the possibility that any move to
change the code will be met with resistance
that may result in language or legislation that
would restrict the City's ability to go forward
with desired goals.

Promote and support changes at the state
level: Work with Plumbing Board: Focus on
grey water use, toilets and urinals.

Approaching this issue at the State level will
increase the awareness of green issues
throughout the State and increase sustainable
practices more globally. It also allows for
better discussion thereby resulting in ideas and
practices that have been thoroughly examined
by a broad spectrum of individuals.

Relies on changing a statewide
minimum/maximum code in geographic areas
that may not be interested in expanding green
building technologies.

This provides an opportunity to work with and
provide education opportunities to areas of the
State that may not be motivated to adopt green
strategies.

The plumbers by nature are a very
conservative bunch. The Board has a
tendency to be the most conservative of the
conservative and will not likely be receptive to
some of the alternates that we want to see
included in the code. With this group more
than any, there is the possibility that any move
to change the code will be met with resistance
that may result in language or legislation that
would restrict the City's ability to go forward
with desired goals.

Message may be diluted by multiple interests;
Lack of focus = lack of
detail/specificity/implementation; Coordination
of information/presentation can be time
consuming; Still limited resources - where to
prioritize efforts?

Foster regional approach that spans broad
areas of development; Accelerates sharing of
"successful" projects/tools/approaches; Taps
creative pool for solutions; Common issues
addressed once.

May find large org's leading
discussion/solutions, less creativity, more
"group think"; resistance to big
city/development solutions; Need to sustain
support for long term; Differences in local
codes may assist/prohibit some solutions.

Building
Performance
Certificate

Code Audit

OPPORTUNITY

As global warming and acidification of the
oceans continues to increase, pressure will
continue to build for states and cities to take
action.

THREAT

We will not be bold enough to act or act too
late to make significant change.

Policy

Examine
Existing Bonus'

Energy Code

Plumbing Code

Market
Development

Expand
Education and
Outreach

Seek partnerships with regional, public,
Inclusive of various parties, viewpoints,
private, and non-profit organizations to foster a solutions; Leverage limited resources of all
regional marketing campaign.
parties; Provide quicker & broader sharing of
information to end user groups; One-stop
shopping for resources/information.

